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We rushed to the tent door and hurried over to the
rock,, which was surrounded by an excited crowd,
dancing and singing, and firing thousands of live
rounds into the air. Ducking our way through the
rain of joy-bullets we managed to reach the Arab
telephone, and found out after much delay that not
Maan but its outpost Semna had been taken,
I joined Maynard at Aba5! Lissan next day, and
found to my surprise that Lawrence had come back.
Whether something had gone wrong with his plans,
or whether the British withdrawal from Amman
was as unexpected to him as it certainly was to Feisal,
he had apparently given up all idea of trying to
blow up one of the big bridges in the north. I had
no opportunity at the moment of discussing my
own plans with him, as the air was full of schemes
for attacking Maan. Semna was a very strong
natural position on a high limestone ridge over-
looking the town. It had fallen so easily and at such
small cost, that the Arabs underestimated the
difficulty of carrying the much stronger defences
of Maan itself. That same night Feisal received a
petition signed by all his officers, in which he was
implored to allow the sons of the Arab to hurl
themselves against the Turkish trenches. It was
clearly useless for him or anyone else to expostulate
or to bring forward the old arguments again. Against
his better judgment he yielded to their importunity,
and on the i6th April the town was attacked in
force.
Lawrence, Maynard, and I sat under a bivouac
sheet with Feisal nearly all day on the highest point
of Ain Waheida, looking across at Semna and the
town beyond. Fighting with the utmost gallantry
the little Arab force penetrated right into the station

